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Bear of Boogie (BoB) Land is in the Triasm Region along with The 
Sandcastle.  BoB is on the east side of Route 8 and The Sandcastle is 
on the west side.  There is a pedestrian entrance on the south side of 
Route 8 and parking is across the street at The Sandcastle.   
 
Triasm is a mainland region and will support a maximum of 40 agents.  
This site is operated by bearofboogie Resident and is part of the 
TCGWS Group.   
 
The sites hosts the LGH Fishing and Gold Hunt games.  The fishing 
hole is also a center stage. On other levels, there is a Garden 
overlooking the local lake. There’s a patio with several different board 
games, a couple of pool tables and an air hockey table. There is a 
flight deck for GridHaul and GTFO haulers along with public flyers 
and hoverboards.  
 
The iRadio station KOCK.rocks at http://kock.rocks is the provider of 
the music and media streams, unless the parcel is being used by 
another DJ for a party.   
 
Center Hole and Stage 
 
The fishing hole is also a center stage for the surrounding decks and 
seating.  There are four levels of circular decks around the center Fish 
Well.  The well is generally set up for LGH Fishing with worms, 
positions, and powders sold to the side by various vendors.  There is a 
lever on the back neck of the Moi that opens and closes the stage over 
the well.  The deck can be used as a dance floor or other open space 
activity.   

The Sandcastle 
The Sandcastle side hosts the Mirror server site and group 
sandboxes. Residential units are available on the Space Station 
Fighting KOCK (SSFK) and the Fighting KOCK Rock (SSFK-rock, 
Asteroid base). These units are covered in more detail in a separate 
document, SS_Fighting_KOCK-Description.  
 
https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/SS_Fighting_KOCK-
Description.pdf  
 
The SSFK-rock is located at 3896 meters and can accommodate two 
small ships.  The SSFK has two residential units with their own set 
of domed pads.  There is a 30-meter domed pad and a docking tube 
for larger ship.  The station manager is Iris Herouin.  
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The Sandbox also hosts GridHaul and GTFO haulers. The ground site can service balloons. blimps dirigibles 
and helicopters. The SSFK will host 30-meter ships in the landing dome or larger ships on the docking tube.  
 

TECH ON SITE 

There are various teleport and relocation technologies on site, some 
for specific purposes.  Some of the tech on site works via an 
experience.  You'll be asked permission to accept the experience 
when you first use the tech.  Casper Technologies provides the main 
sales systems, teleport tech, security, and records.  Kool Mechanic 
provides doors and interfaces to Casper.  Kool Rez is used for 
deploying and retrieving objects and scenes.  If you have questions 
or issues, please address them to one of the staff members.  There 
are status and message boards for all staff members and help in the 
office.  Use the portal door teleporters for the office.  

TENANT AND ON-SITE BEHAVIOR 
• This is a moderate area, keep adult activities inside.  Nudity 

is allowed without erections or sex.   
• No grieving, bashing or hateful activities allowed.   
• Flying is restricted from the ground to 150 meters and in the gaming areas a loft.  Use hoverboards. 
• Everyone is considered a responsible adult and treated as such regardless of your avatar form.   
• Age restrictions may apply. 
• Voice is allowed for everyone and between sections and other parcels.  Please manage your voice 

controls and language accordingly.   

ALL THINGS NOT ADDRESSED 
If in doubt or you have a question, talk or chat with the owner or other staff member.   

PRIMARY DOCUMENTS LINKS 
https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-DocPrimeLinks.pdf 
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